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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE
Well here we again, almost Christmas!

OUR EXECUTIVE
Jean Martyn

It has been an interesting year, our Society
delved into advertising in a local “news”
freebie, which gained some interest for our
group; started updating a leaflet for
publicity purposes and pursued book
purchases. Our Library is quite extensive,
and listed on our Website. Our Website has
other useful pages – members’ areas of
research, and the paternal and maternal
names we are chasing in the hopes of
enlightenment. Personally, myself, I would
just like to know where the family (both
sides) really started from (and I do not
mean Africa), and I would like to know the
circumstances of their moves, first to
freedom in Eastern Europe and then
freedom in Canada. Freedom to live their
lives without oppression.
There are so many interesting websites
these days one could just spend endless
hours hopping from one site to the next.
Hopefully you all will find something
interesting in the following pages.
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Can we be of assistance? Just pop a
message to our email address and we
will gladly try to help.

The German Settlements in
Bessarabia
by Burkett W. Huey

A Study of the German Immigration to,
Successful Settlement in, and Ultimate
Abandonment of Bessarabia
 This book report covers the last chapter
in the book: XIII The Resettlement –
Pages 413 – 457



The Resettlement of Germans living in
Romania
Book Report #2 by Anni Bauer

In 1918 Bessarabia became a province of
Romania. After WWII German Bessarabia
started to make economic recovery, but
farmsteads were hurt by absent or
wounded men, by war deaths, and by
damage from looting and banditry. In June
of 1940 Romanian Moldovia was annexed
to Imperial Russia and in the fall of 1940 the
Germans gave up their homes, farms,
equipment, savings, and businesses and
abandoned Bessarabia. Bessarabian
Germans concluded that Soviet intentions
for them were unappealing and they
preferred to give up their homes and farms.
Germans in the Ukraine had been part of
the Soviet Union since 1919 and in 1932 the
Soviet government took over all agriculture
production and everything existing on it
was state property. The intention was to
turn farmers into wage-earning workers on
collective farms. The Germans in
Bessarabia became aware that they would
lose their land and their liberties. Under
Soviet rule, grain requisition brought famine
and many deaths in the winter of 1921 –
1922 in the Ukraine. An even more

devastating famine occurred in 1932 – 1933
during the forced collectivization of
agriculture in the Soviet Union.
In the fall of 1940 Germans leaving
Bessarabia travelled from their home
villages by horse and wagon to the Danube
to Kilija and Reni in the Soviet Bessarabia or
to Galati (Galatz in German) in Romania.
The German government had arranged for
ships to transport the resettlers and their
few belongings from those ports to
processing centres in Germany. Settlers
were ultimately assigned to properties of
Polish families. Some Bessarabian Germans
found themselves in the very region
(Prussia Poland) their ancestors left behind
for Bessarabia 127 years earlier.
After the success of the German army in the
Ukraine in 1942 – 1943, another 300,000
Germans arrived in Warthegau, Poland.
However, in the winter of 1945 the
Bessarabian Germans had to abandon the
farms in Poland and flee west ahead of the
advancing Red Army. Not everyone was
able to escape to Germany, some were sent
back to labour camps in Siberia and
Kazakhstan. Eager to punish such Soviet
Germans, Soviet authorities sought them
out even in the western zones of Germany.
Soviet authorities made no distinction
between Bessarabian Germans who had
resettled and Soviet Germans from the
Ukraine who had escaped. Bessarabian
men who, as members of the German army
were captured by the Red Army and were
taken to prisoner-of-war camps in Siberia.
Like all such German POWs, they worked in
such camps until the 1950s when survivors
were repatriated to Germany.

The Bessarabian Germans never received
any monetary compensation for the
property they were forced to leave behind.
In early 1941 the Soviet Union did make
payments to the German government for
the value of property that they had been
required to leave behind. The payments
were not in cash but in shipments of coal
and grain. The remainder was placed as
cash in a trust fund, the German
Resettlement Trust (Deutsche UmsiedlungsTreuhandgesellschaft m.b.H.). These funds
were then used by the SS leadership for
operational and personal use. As the use of
these funds, particularly for personal ends,
was considered a breach of the trust’s legal
obligations and therefore a criminal act,
some of the SS leadership were tried on this
score and found guilty at the Nuremberg
Trials.
The names of former Bessarabian German
villages that are now in Moldova have
undergone few changes. Beginning in the
early 1980s small groups of former
residents of the German settlements in
Bessarabia and their descendants have
been making visits to Bessarabia/Moldova.
Web Site:
https://library.ndsu.edu/grhc/history_cultu
re/history/schneider.html
The First Approved Visit to Beresina - By
Edward Nill and Reinhold Schneider, May,
1991

RUTHENIAN/UKRAINIAN SURNAME
Earliest surnames were taken from birds,
animals and occupations. There are 4 main
types of Ruthenian/Ukrainian surnames:
those taken from (1) first names, (2) place
names, (3) occupations and/or social status,
and (4) personal characteristics. Names
written in Cyrillic alphabet cannot be
directly translated into Polish or English;
therefore, these are only approximations.
ak, chak, chuk, and uk, with the most
popular being enko, chuk and uk. All mean
"son of." They are used with Christian
names, surnames, and occupational names.
For example, "Petrenko" is the "son of
Petro (Peter)." Peter's wife would be known
as "Petrykha," and a matronymic surname
would be "Petryshyn," "son of Peter's wife."
Surnames deriving from place names are
of two kinds(1) the place where an ancestor came from
or was residing and,
(2) the ethnic, national, or tribal origin of an
ancestor. For example, "Zabolotnyj" is "one
who lived beyond the marsh." "Wolyniak"
probably came from the Volyn (Volhynia)
region. "Tataryn" had a Tatar ancestor.
"Boychuk" is from the "Boyko," an ancient
Slavic tribe of Trans-Carpathia. Ukrainian
nobility took their surnames from their
estates or the localities they administered
and added cky, sky, skij, skyj, and zky
(much like the Polish nobility who added cki
and ski.) Adjectival surnames use the
sufixes ck, sk and zk, and have the endings
yj or ij for the masculine and a or ia for the
feminine. Occupations and the social status
of people greatly influenced surnames.

Therefore, Ukrainian (Ruthenian) surnames
may give a clue to the occupation of one of
your early ancestors; for example, "Tkach"
(the weaver), "Kravets" (the tailor), "Pekar"
(the baker) and "Spivak") the singer.
Other surname endings:
ar, is, iy, ka, kar, man, nik, nyk, sur, un, yk,
and ylo.
The most typical Ukrainian surname ending
is enko, which is not found in any other
ethnic group, and is commonly found in
central and eastern Ukraine.

Canada Immigrant Origins
Canada’s Germans have come from virtually
every east European country, Asiatic Russia,
the United States, and Latin America.
(German colonists had been migrating to
Eastern Europe since the Middle Ages and
to colonial America since 1683.) Canada’s
main source of Germans was Russia —
especially from the Volga, the Black Sea
coast and Volhynia. The next largest
number came from Austria-Hungary,
especially Galicia and the colonies of the socalled Danube Swabians along the Danube
River between Austria and Romania.
Transylvanian Saxons arrived as labour
migrants in the 1920s and refugees in the
1950s. The remaining east European origins
were Czechoslovakia, Romania, Poland and
the Baltic lands.
Germans arrived in Canada with such
diverse citizenships as Austrian, Swiss,
Luxembourgian, Hungarian, Russian, French
and American; with a variety of regional
identities, such as Palatine, Bavarian, Saxon,

Burgenländer, Sudeten, Danube Swabian,
Baltic, Alsatian and Pennsylvania Dutch; and
with such religious allegiances as
Mennonite, Hutterite, Lutheran, Roman
Catholic, Baptist, Moravian and Jewish.
Their mother tongues included High
German, Low German, Pennsylvania Dutch
and numerous regional dialects. From their
homelands and histories of previous
migrations, German-speaking immigrants
transplanted a mosaic of German cultures,
including ancestral traits extinct in Germany
as well as unique adaptations to nonGerman environments.
Immigration History
German immigration to Canada may be
divided into six major waves: the first
settlers to 1776; the wave generated by the
American Revolution from 1776 to 1820;
immigration to Upper Canada (Ontario)
from 1830 to 1880; immigration to western
Canada from 1874 to 1914; immigration
between the world wars; and immigration
since 1945.
German Immigration to New France and
Acadia
Prior to the British Conquest, circa 1760,
Germans came to New France primarily in
the service of the French military forces.
Swiss guards were members of the first
French expedition of 1604 to launch a
colony in Acadia. Québec’s first recorded
settler from Germany is Hans Bernhard
from Erfurt, who bought land on Île
d’Orléans in 1664. By 1760, an estimated
200 German families could be identified
along the St Lawrence River — mainly
families of soldiers, seamen, artisans and
army doctors. Many of the Germans who

rose to prominence in Québec between
1760 and 1783 as businessmen, doctors,
surveyors, engineers, silversmiths and
furriers had come with British militias from
New England.
Canada’s oldest cohesive German
settlement developed in Nova Scotia
between 1750 and 1753, when 2,400
Protestant southwest German farmers and
tradesmen landed with their families in
Halifax. They were recruited by British
agents to strengthen Britain’s position in
Acadia vis-à-vis the French. In 1753, 1,400
of these Germans started the nearby
community of Lunenburg. Although arriving
with no marine skills, they became expert
fishermen, sailors and boat builders by the
next generation. In the 1760s, land grants
attracted some additional 1,000 Germans
from New England and Germany to Nova
Scotia’s Annapolis Valley.
After 1752, the Moravian church of
Herrnhut extended its mission to Inuit
communities in Northern Labrador. From
eight coastal stations, German Moravians
served the Inuit until the 1960s as
educators, employers, traders, judges,
doctors, music teachers and lexicographers.
By creating a written Inuktitut alphabet and
dictionary, they helped preserve Inuit
language and cultural identity.

WEBSITES OF INTEREST
Canada – This is an advance notice and
incredibly exciting news for anyone with
Canadian ancestors. Effective 1 January
2019, roughly 60 million pages of historic
Canadian content held by Canadiana.org

and a consortium of 75 Canadian
universities will go online for free.
Previously, most of this content was only
available through various subscription
paywalls. This new format will make it much
easier for genealogists to access.
To put this new collection in context, it is
the largest digital collection of early
Canadian content found anywhere in the
world. This rich treasure trove of
information will be of interest to anyone
tracing their Canadian ancestors.
Included in this massive collection are
historic newspapers, periodicals,
government publications, annuals and so
much more. The historic newspapers and
annuals alone comprise some 19 million
pages.
This massive collection is actually roughly
900 separate collections that will be housed
under one digital website – and all for free.
[Canadian Research Knowledge Network]
(https://www.crkn-rcdr.ca/ )

Netherlands – Open Archives has
announced that they have reached the
milestone of 200 million records online.
Open Archives contains genealogical
records from 86 different organizations.
Most of the records cover the Netherlands,
but due to borders changing over the
decades, there are also a substantial
number of Belgium records in their
collection as well. The span of records
contained in Open Archives is extensive.
It covers everything from birth records,
baptism records, marriage records (both

civil registration and church records), burial
records, notarial deeds, military records and
personnel legal records. Even the burial
records contain over things such things as
prayer cards, family messages and funeral
cards, all of which can be very useful for
genealogical research.

subscription website for search since
Riksarkivet has by far the most complete
collection.

Open Archives is the largest single-source
website for genealogical data from the
Netherlands. For many people with Dutch
ancestors, it should be the first stop on
their research path.

The Kirchenbuchportal GmbH was founded
in May 2013 by the Evangelical Church of
Germany together with eleven regional
evangelical churches. Three additional
regional churches joined the organization in
2016. The company is headquartered in
Stuttgart, and its main task is to maintain
and operate the Archion brand. As a part of
this mission, a primary goal is to make
church books and other biographical and
genealogical resources available to users
through the Archion internet platform.

The website gets over 200,000 visitors
every month. Searches can be done by
name and then filtered by type of
document, place and year. Although access
is by subscription, you only pay once for an
Open Archives subscription. There are no
monthly or annual recurring fees.
[Open Archives]
Sweden – The Swedish National Archives
made an announcement that all their digital
archives are now available to search for
free. This is massive news for anyone with
Swedish ancestors.
There are more than 100 million records
currently online at the Riksarkivet (the
name in Swedish of the national archive)
with more records being added all the time.
The link provides a description of why the
change was made and what it means to
genealogists, who apparently are the
largest user of the archive. Happy hunting!
[Swedish National Archive]
We should probably also mention that if
you are just looking for Swedish ancestral
records then you no longer have to pay a

https://sok.riksarkivet.se/omsoktjansten?infosida=fri-tillgang

https://www.archion.de/de/erste-schritte/

http://peel.library.ualberta.ca/index.html

